Instructor’s Website: http://cds.iisc.ac.in/faculty/deepakns/
About Instructor: Deepak Subramani received his Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering and Computation,
and MS in Computation for Design and Optimization from Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), Cambridge USA. He has a B.Tech and M.Tech from IIT Madras. Currently he is an assistant
professor in the Dept. of CDS, IISc where his research focuses on ML/AI for Environmental and
Geoscience Applications, Data-Driven Modeling, Autonomous Vehicle Routing, Bayesian Learning,
Uncertainty Quantification and Data Assimilation.
Student Feedback to the Instructor’s courses at IISc regular classes and CCE programs:
Average Instructor Feedback Score: 4.73/5
The following are raw responses:
“Great lecture as always. Thank you for making it interactive.”
“Prof. Deepak is not only thorough with the subject matter, but also great at communicating and
articulating his knowledge. Wonderful!”
“His articulation skills and making someone understand the concepts is beyond excellence! Among,
the best teachers basis my learning opportunities at different stages of life!”
“Brilliant session!! Crystal clear objectives; relatable examples and optimum pace.”
“Thanks for using several techniques that helps to remember, reinforce and stay focused on the
session. to quote few
- Summarizing the learning objectives post finishing that topic - reinforces the learning.
- small 5 mins breaks are more effective than a long break - it helps to regain our focus and adjust to
the learning pace
- liked the quick survey/ test”
“Many thanks to the Prof to present such complex topics in lucid and easily correlated context.”
“Simply love the knowledge of the professor, teaching methodology of the professor and relevant
examples given”
“great clarity on the concepts, simple explanation, apt examples”
“The delivery and explanations were great.”
Things I liked about the course: “1. The maths behind each algorithm. 2. Practical python commands.
3. Instructor's thumb rules/experience of when to use what. This helps a lot. 4. Knowledge beyond
what's taught on ML courses in Coursera etc.”
“The practical/coding aspects along with theory knowledge. Explanation of working/math behind
each algorithm”
“To quote one example, I have heard explanations about posteriori and Priori in earlier courses, but
your explanation was really good.”
“It's a gratitude mail for giving us one of the most enjoyable course in IISc. I had real fun studying
Numerical Optimization, where each task didn't seem like a burden to complete. Proper mix of
theory and practical implementations as most of us seek in courses at IISc.

In today's exam, I particularly enjoyed Part-C Q2 solving it by hand (Dynamic Program question). The
exam pattern throughout has been consistent and well-planned. Also, the online semester didn't
become a hurdle, which we saw in other courses.
Today is my birthday and this has been a good gift.”
“I just wanted to send a quick note to thank you for the best way you taught the concepts of
optimization.
I recently had my comprehensive exam in which I have given 'Numerical Optimization' as one of my
subjects. It was your teaching which aided in better understanding of optimization techniques and
helped me in my comprehensive exam.”
“Thank you Sir. I found the course very useful, in the way it was taught. Helped improve the learning
process and develop a way of thinking solutions to problems in general. It was also one of the best
online course experience for me, extremely interactive like a classroom lecture.”
“Kudos to the effort to deliver these lectures in such a precise way”
“The best lecture from the best professor”
“Thank you so much for the best informative session!”

